
KIT CONTENTS

2 Sensor hubs 

8 Sensors unit USB hub

USB cable 30cm

USB cable 75cm

Extension wire 200cm

ASSEMBLY 

DRESS UP

Sensor hub

The sensor hub has “HUB” printed on top
Insert one Sensor Hub to vest
Insert one Sensor Hub to belt

Take the 8 sensors out from the box. Clip each  sensor into the bases.

Download PC software:
http://jmex.com.tw/kinmas/
Windows 7 or above
Download phone app:
Google play search “KinMAS Connect”
OS: Android 6.0 or above

Wrist

Knee

Shin

Elbow

When standing at attention, the 
sensors on both arms and feet 
should be in the same vertical line

Check whether the sensor 
is placed correctly

Kinetic Measurement & Analysis System

Quick Start Guide

Leg straps Leg straps 

Belt

Vest

Arm strapsArm straps

Sensor unit

Note: No difference between left and right

❶ Wear the vest. Sensor hub is in the middle.

❷ Put on wrist and arm straps, then adjust the velcro to the tightest range so it would not fall off. The word “sensor” 
should not be upside down. Sensor should face outward.

❸ Connect the left arm connector with left vest connector, also connect the right 
arm connector with right vest connector.

❹ Wear belt on your waist. Sensor hub is in the middle.

❺ Put on shin and thigh straps, then adjust the velcro to the tightest range so it 
would not fall off. The word “sensor” should not be upside down. Sensor should 
face outward.

❻ Connect the left thigh connector with left belt connector, also connect the right 
thigh connector with right belt connector.

❼ Place USB wire to connect vest sensor hub and USB 
hub. Place another USB wire to connect belt 
sensor hub and USB hub.

❽ Plug in extension wire to USB hub and 
connect to computer USB port. (If using 
wireless method, plug converter to USB hub 
and connect to Android cell phone.)
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